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PATNA: Two NGOs of
Bihar has been selected
for getting grant under
Grow Fund. This selection
has ben made by EdelGive
Foundation. Foundation
has selected 100 NGOs
across the country for giving this grant. Two NGS of
Bihar are Bihar Voluntary
Health Association,Patna,
and Integrated
Development Foundation,
Patna. Both these NGOs
are engaged in fields like
poverty, health, sanitation,
education and gender
rights.
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UNITED NATIONS :
India's economy is projected to grow by 9 per cent
in the next financial year
(FY23), retaining its position as the fastest-growing
major economy, the
International Monetary
Fund (IMF) reported on
Tuesday citing its expectations of higher investments and consumption
due to credit growth and
better financial sector performance.
IMF's World Economic
Outlook (WEO) Update
released in Washington
said that India's gross
domestic product (GDP) is
projected to again
increase next fiscal by
another 9 per cent, before
moderating to 7.1 per cent
in 2023-24.
The Update raised the
growth projection for the
current fiscal by 0.5 per
cent from the 8.5 per cent
projected in its WEO
released in October last
year.
"India's prospects for
2023 are marked up on
expected improvements to
credit growth -- and, subsequently, investment and
consumption -- building
on better-than-anticipated
performance of the financial sector," the report
said.The upward revision
is unrelated to the Covid19 developments, it
said.India and Japan are
the only major
economies to have their
growth projections
raised from that made in
October last. Japan's
growth projection was
increased by only 0.1 per
cent from 3.2 per cent in
October to 3.3 per cent.
Even though the report
lowered India's growth
estimate for the current
fiscal to 8.5 per cent from
October's 9 per cent, the
country will still be the
global growth leader. This
WEO Update is the last
directly overseen by Gita
Gopinath as the IMF's economic counsellor and
director of its research.
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MI NEWS SERVICES
PATNA: Union ministry of
Railway has warned that railway job aspirants found
indulging in unlawful activities may face lifetime debarment from getting jobs in
Indian Railways.
A public notice issued by
Ministry of Railways stated
that it has come to notice that
aspirants for railway jobs
have indulged in vandalism
and unlawful activities like
protesting in rail tracks, disrupting running of trains and
damage to railway property.
It further stated that such
activities are highest level of
indiscipline, rendering such
aspirants unsuitable for railway jobs. Videos of such
activities would be examined
with help of specialized agencies and candidates\aspirants
found indulging in such acts
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PATNA : Police lobbed tear gas and resorted to lathicharge to dispel mob of unruly students,
who came on main road at Bhikhana Pahari locality for second consecutive day on Tuesday to
protest irregularity in results of Railway Recruitment Board (RRB) and NTPC recruitment
examinations.
Thousands of students gathered at Bhikhana Pahari locality, which is said to be stronghold
of students, from 3 pm on Tuesday. The students became agitated and started protesting. On
getting information, policemen from different police stations reached there and tried to pacify
agitated students, who did not respond to pleas and squatted on main road.
The agitating students started pelting stones, creating chaos in the locality. Though cops
tried hard to remove agitating students from main road, they remained adamant on their
stance. Cops then lobbed tear gas shells and resorted to lathicharge to disperse them. Several
policemen and students sustained injuries in stone pelting. It may be mentioned here that students after alleging irregularities in NTPC and Railways exams were demanding for re-publication of results. They had also demonstrated right in middle of rail line at Rajendra Nagar on
Monday and Patna DM and SSP had to rush there late at night.
would be liable for police
action and lifetime debarment
for getting Railway jobs. The
notice further stated that
Railway Recruitment Boards

(RRBs) are committed to conduct fair and transparent
recruitment process, maintaining highest standards of
integrity. Candidates or aspi-

PATNA: Union minister for
Power and Renewable Energy
RK Singh flagged off four
high-tech ambulances, under
NTPC's CSR grant to Indira
Gandhi Institute of Medical
Sciences (IGIMS), Patna here
on Tuesday. Keys were handed over to IGIMS medical
superintendant Dr Manish
Mandal at a function organised in IGIMS administrative
office complex where Union
Minister joined through virtual mode from Delhi. Bihar
Energy minister Bijendra
Prasad Yadav and Health minister Mangal Pandey were
physically present on the
occasion. Speaking on occasion, Union minister R.K Singh
said that handing over of four
ALS ambulances to IGIMS,
Patna, by NTPC reflects best
in CSR. He said that 10 ambulances have already been provided to IGIMS, Patna.

PM Modi addresses BJP's panna heads
MI NEWS SERVICES
PATNA : Prime Minister (PM)
Narendra Modi on Tuesday
interacted directly with
panna heads across country
through NaMo app. This programme was telecast live at
BJP state headquarters.
BJP state president Dr.
Sanjay Jaiswal, state vicepresident
Rajiv Ranjan,
headquarter
In-charge
Suresh Rungta, Darbhanga
MLA Sanjay Sarawagi, Social
Media and IT Coordinator
Manan Krishna, Media Incharge Raju Jha and other
dignitaries were present in
programme.
Praising Modi on this
occasion, BJP state president
Dr. Sanjay Jaiswal said that

BJP is a party of workers. He
said that even if party workers reach to high position,
workers inside them is
always alive. Modi's direct

dialogue
with
Panna
Pramukhs working at booth
level in BJP reflects this, he
pointed out, adding that such
harmony between top and

grassroot level workers is
possible only in BJP.
Dr. Jaiswal said that
Modi's dialogue was to boost
morale of Panna Pramukhs
and during this he called several workers and interacted
with them, giving guidance
on different subjects. He said
that Modi urged all panna
heads to treat voters and
their families connected with
electoral roll page as their
family and become a participant in all their happiness
and sorrow. "Modi told them
that for BJP workers, country
is first and then comes the
part," he said, adding that
that is why workers first priority should be to serve peoples' needs.

BJP state president said
that Modi, while wishing
National
Voters'
Day,
explained importance of
power of each and every vote
to BJP workers. To make
electoral democracy more
inclusive, he also called for
ensuring at least 75 percent
voting in all elections, he
pointed out.
Dr. Jaiswal He said that in
today's programme, PM has
requested all workers to
donate in micro-donation
campaign being run by party.
He made it clear that purpose
of this campaign is not to collect money, but to bring more
and more people with BJP.
Anyone can donate from Rs 5
to Rs 1000 in this, he added.

Several firsts planned during this
Republic Day celebrations
NEW DELHI : Several new initiatives have been planned during upcoming
Republic Day celebrations at Rajpath in New Delhi on January 26 which include
the launch of 'Shaheedon Ko Shat Shat Naman' programme by National Cadet
Corps; a grand flypast by 75 aircraft and helicopters of the Indian Air Force;
cultural performances by 480 dancers selected through a nationwide Vande
Bharatam dance competition; display of ten scrolls each of 75 metres prepared
during the 'Kala Kumbh' event and installation of 10 large LED screens for a
better viewing experience of spectators.
A drone show by 1,000 indigenously developed drones has been planned for
'Beating the Retreat' ceremony, along with projection mapping.
Parade Time change : The parade at Rajpath will start at 10:30 a.m.,
instead of the earlier timing of 10 a.m. to provide better visibility to the parade
and flypast.
Digital registration : Special arrangements have been made keeping in view
the current COVID-19 situation. The number of seats for spectators has been
significantly reduced and people are being encouraged to register on the MyGov
portal to witness the live celebrations online. They will also get to vote for best
marching contingent and tableau in popular choice category.
COVID safeguards : Only fully vaccinated adults and one dose vaccinated
children of 15 years and above will be allowed entry at the parade. Children
below 15 years of age will not be permitted. All social distancing norms will be
followed and wearing of mask is compulsory. No foreign contingent will be participating this year in view of the pandemic. Special arrangements have been
made to give opportunity to those segments of society which usually do not get
to watch the parade. Some sections of auto-rickshaw drivers, construction
workers, safai karamcharis and frontline health workers will be invited to
watch the Republic Day Parade as well as the 'Beating Retreat' ceremony.
Shaheedon Ko Shat Shat Naman : On January 26, a nationwide flagship
programme of NCC 'Shaheedon Ko Shat Shat Naman' will be launched to hon-

our the supreme sacrifices of the fallen heroes in defending the nation. Next of
Kin (NOK) of approximately 5,000 fallen heroes will be presented with the
Plaque of Gratitude by NCC cadets all over the country, at about the same time
as Prime Minister Narendra Modi pays homage to the country's bravehearts at
the National War Memorial in New Delhi.
The programme will continue till August 15, 2022. During the period, the
NCC cadets, accompanied by NCC Officers and Permanent Instructor of State
Directorates, will felicitate the NOKs of all 26,466 fallen heroes whose names
were etched at the National War Memorial.
Kala Kumbh -- Huge Scroll paintings to adorn Rajpath : Ten scrolls each
of 75 metres in length and 15 ft in height will be displayed along the Rajpath
during the parade. They were prepared during the 'Kala Kumbh' event jointly
organised by Ministries of Defence & Culture. The scrolls were painted in two
phases - at Bhubaneswar and Chandigarh - by over 600 renowned artists and
young aspirants from across the country.
Inspiration was drawn from the unsung heroes
of the freedom struggle showcasing the rich
cultural heritage of indigenous & contemporary
visual art practices.
Vande Bharatam Nritya Utsav : For the first
time, dancers who perform during the cultural
programme at the parade have been selected
through a nation-wide competition 'Vande
Bharatam', jointly organised by Ministries of
Defence and Culture. The competition that
began at the district level with the participation
of nearly 3,870 dancers in 323 groups progressed to state and zonal levels over a period
of two months in November.
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NEW DELHI : Union Health
Minister Mansukh Mandaviya
has asked the states to
review and expedite implementation of activities under
ECRP-II
package
for
strengthening the health
infrastructure, in a virtual
meeting held with 9 states
and UTs on Tuesday.
Mandaviya urged the
health ministers and the state
authorities to plug the existing gaps by efficiently utilizing the amount sanctioned
for various infra projects.
With strengthened health
infrastructure, we can meet
any health emergency and
public health crisis with better
preparedness,
said
Mandaviya, while interacting
with the health ministers and
other state officials of Jammu & Kashmir, Himachal
Pradesh,
Punjab,
Chandigarh, Uttarakhand,
Haryana, Delhi, Ladakh and
Uttar Pradesh - virtually on
Tuesday.
"In view of a substantial
number of active Covid-19
cases across the country, it is
important to focus on
expanding the reach of teleconsultation services for providing timely quality healthcare to the beneficiaries",

rants have been advised not to
be misguided or come under
influence of such elements,
who are trying to use them for
their own selfish ends.
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Mandaviya said.He said further that it will prove a gamechanger and will be of
immense value and importance for the hard-to-reach
and far flung areas, and
especially in the northern
regions in the current winter
season."States and UTs need
to ensure that these centres
work 24X7 and ensure convenience for both the common public and health
experts. To ensure minimum
hassle and travelling, such
expert advice can be provided at the block levels, secondary or primary health centre
levels tool", he asked the
states.The
states
were

advised to ensure regular
updation of availability, occupancy and use of infrastructure like hospital beds, PSA
plants, oxygen equipment.
The Union Health Minister
re-emphasised the need for
ramping up testing. The
states and UTs reporting a
lower share of RT-PCR testing
were requested to ramp up
tests. States and UTs were
also reminded to keep a close
watch on the emerging clusters and hotspots and monitor the trend of hospitalised
cases along with the deaths
in the state.
"Vaccination remains a
potent tool to fight COVID-19.
Vaccinated people are less
prone to severity and hospitalisation as seen in India and
globally. Higher hospitalisation is being seen in unvaccinated people and hence it
becomes crucial to vaccinate
the
unvaccinated",
Mandaviya underlined while
urging to promote vaccination among 15-18 years age
group and ensure full coverage in the districts that have
shown a lower coverage of
the first and second doses.
Union Minister of State
for Health, Dr Bharati
Pravin Pawar stressed.
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ALOK MISHRA
PATNA: Motorcycle-borne
criminals looted gold and silver ornaments, weighing
about 32 kg from Jai Maa
Durga Jewellary in Thawe
Bazar under Thawe police
station in Gopalganj district
on Tuesday afternoon.
Shop's manager Kundan
Kumar said that criminals
looted 2 kg gold ornaments
and 30 kg silver ornaments.
He said that four youths on
two bikes reached the shop at
around 12.30 pm and
entered inside the shop, posing as genuine customers. He
said that they whipped out
pistols and started looting
ornaments. " When I along
with my employees resisted,
criminals assaulted us," he
said, adding that some
female customers were also
taken hostages at pistol
points.Kundan said that after
collecting ornaments, crimi-

nals sped away towards Arna
Bazar, firing in air. He said
that they also damaged window-panes of shop. " Since
CCTV camera has been
installed inside shop, criminals' pictures have been captured in it," he pointed out.
As new of loot spread in
the locality, shopkeepers
downed their shutters in
protest in entire bazaar.
Trader complained that soon
after the incident, Thawe
police station was informed
about the incident. Despite
that, policemen reached on
spot after half an hour, they
pointed out, adding local
police station is few steps away
from Thawe Market. On getting information, Gopalganj SP
Anand Kumar reached the spot
and
started
investigation.Gopalganj
SP
Anand Kumar said that shopowner has claimed that criminals have looted 1 kg gold .
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NEW DELHI : While Covid-19 has primarily been a respiratory disease, about 90 per cent of people with moderate to
severe infections have lasting effects on the heart, said
experts here. Covid affects lungs the most, but studies have
shown there is increasing evidence of cardiovascular complications due to Covid-19. The virus can cause acute myocardial
injury and chronic damage to the cardiovascular system.
During the pandemic, it has been observed that heart attacks
and heart failures have been high, and deaths due to heart
disease have also increased significantly. Research also shows
that there is still a lot to learn about lasting heart effects on
people who have had Covid-19. In some cases, patients are left
with signs of heart damage that may call for continued monitoring. "Among all the patients who have suffered from moderate to
severe Covid, 80 to 90 per cent of them have underlying heart
damage," said Dr (Prof) Mohit Gupta, Professor Cardiology. GB

